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The emotion of water splashing on your face at the marvelous waterfalls. The commotion of the glacier’s ice 
thunder. In the jungle, bird songs; wetlands and swamps to navigate close to the most varied fauna: yacare 
caimans, golden fish. Hills and lagoons at the heart of the country. Plentiful rivers. Islands with history. Close 
nature. At the South of the world, crystalline lakes, deep forests, imposing mountains, channels inviting to 
adventure. In the altitude, thousand color hills and silent white salt fields, condors and pink flamingos, cloudy 
forests and woods. Turquoise lagoons originated on volcanic soils. Spas. Dunes. Snow covered peaks at the 
Andean Range. Sunny lands populated by vineyards. Capricious rock sculptures eroded by nature on ancient 
lands inhabited by dinosaurs. At the Humid Pampas, fields governed by horses and deers. In the Patagonia, 
whales and penguins. Huge, magic, surprising, moving. Those are Argentine natural scenarios.

Excursions to Nature

City Breaks

80 bird families including 20 endemic neotropical South American 
species and 16 local endemic species. In two weeks, it is possible to watch 
300-400 birds. Because, in Argentina every habitat has its own birds. 

Birdwatching

The N° 40 is the unique route that crosses the Argentine territory from South to North, 
parallel to the Andean Range. For more than 3,230 miles, this route explores all different 
landscapes: scenarios that the most experienced Rally Dakar drivers have crossed; distances 
that can be associated with the mythical journey of Ernest “Che” Guevara. An irresistible 

adventure for those travelers loving challenge on wheels. 

Route N° 40 and other journeys

Historical avenues with European tradition, cobblestone streets resembling 
foundational times, central avenues illuminated by the neon lights of theater 
marquees, secret passages scented by citrus aromas. Cathedrals, bell towers, 
museums, antiquaries, cloisters, centenary bookstores, remarkable cafes and 
design bars. Regional and international gastronomy; popular family-run 
restaurants, pizzerias and exclusive flavor havens. Milongas and peñas 
featuring music and dance, tango and folk. Exclusive stores and author 
facilities. Historical trains. Evenings full of stars. Exquisite dishes accompanied 
by excellent wines. Rivers surrounding cities to fall in love with. To walk alone. 
To go with your couple. To discover with friends. To enjoy with your family. 
History, future, genius, sophistication and permanent charm. Those are 
Argentine cities.

In Argentina, the most demanding traveler can be sure to find definitely unique 
premium & deluxe proposals, with high quality services and personalized attention at 
the most incredible landscapes. From the Patagonian ice to the Northern ancestral 
towns. From the Cuyan oasis at the feet of the Andean Range, where the finest and 
most elegant wines are produced to the big city, the sophisticated Buenos Aires.

Premium & Deluxe Services

Walls telling stories about millenary cultures. Originary footprints sculpted by men at the 
beginning of times. Mysterious marks on stone. Ancestral celebrations: thanksgiving, joy and 
renovation. Stories of foundational times, independence struggles and feats. Jesuit legacies 
merged with local knowledge. Traditions of gauchos. European influence ceremonies. Moving 
faith manifestations. Popular festivals. Celebrations under the moonlight. Tango and soccer: a 
mingle of passion and devotion. Andean celebrations at altitude landscapes. Valley towns and 
villages of immaculate beauty. Mud churches. Cultural shelters among colorful hills. Horseback 
riding adventures following the steps of the Liberator. Roads in the interior similar to Gaucho 
times. Red soil pathways in the jungle that witnessed Mission times. Travels in time. Historical 
trains. Unique experiences. Deep passions. Those are Argentine cultural landscapes.

Cultural Landscapes

At the feet of the Andean Range, in the province of Mendoza; at the 
immense Patagonia and even at the world’s end, incredible breathtaking 
white landscapes. Sheltered by the mountains, miles of slopes, both for 
experts and beginners, for adults and children, with perfect snow powder 

suitable for every ski type and winter sports.

Snow

Argentina is one of the best sites in the world for sport fishing fans. A country where trouts 
weigh more than 10 kgs. (22 lbs), surubis impress and golden fish (dorados) are an unfor-
gettable challenge, where fishermen can enjoy the adventure in the middle of the river, 
only with his guide and surrounded by the purest nature; where the rhythm of towns and 
cities is relaxed and the day ends with an abundant meal among friends with an excellent 
glass of wine; a country of islands, lagoons and rivers where travelers shall return with 
their cameras full of amazing photos of the best captures in their lives.

Sport Fishing

At landscapes with infinite color shades, proposals to live nature with all the adrenaline. 
Ideal rivers for ra�ing, kayak and aquatic ski fans. Peaks –the highest in America- that 
challenge the most experimented climbers. Deep blue skies for paragliding. Dams and lakes 
inviting to windsurf, kitesurf and gliding. Under the water, borderless diving: for both 
experts and amateurs. On the glacier ice, dreamy walks. Extreme trekking at Patagonian 
Parks. Between the hills, on river and lagoon shores and among palm trees, ideal pathways 
to explore. In the jungle, nautical adventures. In the mountain, ideal roads to explore on 
mountain bikes. At the plateau and among the woods, horseback ridings accompanied by 
gauchos. Towards the world’s end, cruises and exclusive helicopter flights.

Adventure

A country where flavors identify the natural and cultural diversity 
of its inhabitants. Where talented chefs and cooks say “hi” at 
every dish, at gourmet bistros, internationally acknowledged or 
at the most popular restaurants, chosen once and again. Where  
ingredients, varied in colors and textures, result in unique 
combinations. Flavors that pair the most exquisite wines of the 
New World. Varied, colorful, aromatic, irresistible and with their 
own identity… those are Argentine flavors. 

Wine & Gastronomy
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